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We report magnetoresistan e urves of CoFe nano-oxide spe ular spin valves of MnIr/CoFe/nanooxidized CoFe/CoFe/Cu/CoFe/nano-oxidized CoFe/Ta at dierent temperatures from 300 to 20 K.
We extend the Stoner-Wolfarth model of a ommon spin valve to a spe ular spin valve, introdu ing
the separation of the pinned layer into two sublayers and their magneti oupling a ross the nanooxide. We study the ee t of dierent oupling/ex hange (between the antiferromagneti layer and
the bottom sublayer) eld ratios on the magnetization and magnetoresistan e, orresponding with
the experimentally observed anomalous bumps in low temperature magnetoresistan e urves.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A simple spin valve (SV) is a nanostru ture with
two ferromagneti (FM) layers separated by a su iently
thi k nonmagneti (NM) spa er. An adja ent antiferromagneti (AFM) material xes the magnetization of
one of the FM layers, the so- alled pinned layer. The
other FM layer, alled the free layer, is only weakly oupled (magneti ally) to the pinned layer. Spin up and
spin down ele trons are dierently s attered (either in
the bulk or at the interfa es), usually produ ing a large
magnetoresistan e (MR) when a small applied magneti
eld H reverses the free layer magnetization with respe t
to that of the pinned layer.
Re ent reports on spin valves with the pinned and/or
free layer partially oxidized,
showed great MR enhan ement over the onventional (nonoxidized) spin
valves (CSV). Ele trons are believed to ree t spe ularly at the nano-oxide layer (NOL)/FM interfa es, thus
yielding higher MR ratios. Low temperature and temperature dependen e studies of the transport and magneti properties of NOL SVs an provide valuable information on the oxide layer properties, also assisting in
the optimization of NOL SVs and orresponding physial understanding.
We previously reported the temperature dependen e of the magnetoresistan e MR(H) urves for
NOL SVs with the stru ture seed/MnIr/CoFe/oxidation
(NOL1)/CoFe/Cu/CoFe/ oxidation (NOL2). The rst
FM deposited layer (CoFe on MnIr) will be alled the
below-NOL1 pinned layer (FMb ) and its upper part is
oxidized over an adequate thi kness to form the NOL1
layer. The FM layer deposited after this oxidation will be
alled the above-NOL1 pinned layer (FMa ). The pinned
layer thus onsists of both FMb and FMa sublayers, sep-
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FIG. 1: Stru ture of a NOL SV.

arated by the NOL1 oxide layer. Our study in luded
the temperature dependen e of the M(H) and MR(H)
urves for su h NOL SVs, revealing the appearan e of
several anomalous features at low temperature, namely
anomalous bumps in MR(H) at intermediate elds and
the absen e of omplete MR saturation up to large positive elds. In this arti le we fo us on the physi al origin
of su h features. For this we present a model based on
the total energy of a NOL SV to des ribe the magnetization orientation in ea h of the three FM layers under an
external magneti eld and the resulting MR(H) behavior. We assume that the FMb and FMa layers are ferromagneti ally oupled a ross NOL1 (Fig. 1), and study
the ee t of su h oupling strength on the magnetization M(H) and MR(H) urves. The model a ounts for
the observed anomalous MR(H) bumps, relating them
to the M reversal in the pinned layer.
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a)

EZeeman = −µ0 Mb tb H cos θb − µ0 Ma ta H cos θa
− µ0 M tH cos θ,

(1)

Ecoup = −JN OL1 cos(θb − θa ) − JN M cos(θa − θ), (2)

(3)

Eexch = −Jexch cos θb .

Mb (θb ), Ma (θa ), and M (θ) are the saturation magnetizations (angles of the magnetization with the easy axis)
in the FMb , FMa , and free layers, respe tively. JN OL1
(JN M ) is the ferromagneti ex hange oupling energy per
unit area between the FMb and FMa (FMa and free FM)
layers and Jexch is the ex hange bias energy per unit area
between the AFM and FMb layers. Here tb , ta , and t are
the thi knesses of the FMb , FMa (assumed equal), and
free layers (thi ker than the previous), respe tively.
We numeri ally obtain the θb , θa , and θ angles whi h
minimize E for ea h value of H and then al ulate the
total magneti moment per unit area m of the NOL SV
appearing along the easy axis:
m(H) = Mb tb cos(θb (H)) + Ma ta cos(θa (H))
+ M t cos(θ(H)).

(4)

Dieny et al. showed that in a CoFe/Cu/SyAP/MnPt
spin valve (SyAP: syntheti AFM pinned layer of
CoFe/Ru/CoFe), the magnetoresistan e asso iated with
the two CoFe sublayers separated by Ru is only a small
fra tion of total MR. As a rst approximation we then
assume that MR is only due to the relative orientation of
the magnetization in the FMa and free layer:
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We extend the simple model des ribing the total energy of a CSV to the more omplex stru ture of NOL
SVs, expli itly introdu ing the pinned layer partition into
the FMb and FMa sublayers separated by NOL1. The exhange oupling between the FMb and AFM layers xes
the easy axis of the magnetization in the FMb layer and
(as a onsequen e of oupling intera tions) in the FMa
and free layers. We assume oherent rotation of the magnetization within ea h layer, under an external magneti
eld H. To simplify the treatment no anisotropy terms
are in luded. The total energy per unit area E of a NOL
SV is thus written as the sum of Zeeman EZeeman , oupling Ecoup , and ex hange Eexch energies (H along the
easy axis):
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The absen e of full alignment in large positive elds at
low temperature is dis ussed in terms of the permanen e
of 360◦ domain walls; the underlying H asymmetry is
related to the d eld anneal. The key role played by the
nano-oxide CoFe spe ular layers is also emphasized.
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FIG. 2: Model simulations using dierent Jexch /JNOL1 ratios.

where ∆R is a hara teristi amplitude. As expe ted for
very small JN M (a ross the spa er) the almost un oupled
free layer always reverses suddenly at very low negative
values of H, but the model predi ts three regimes for the
rotation of the pinned layer at higher elds, depending
on the JN OL1 /Jexch ratio:
(i) JN OL1 >Jexch [Fig. 2(a)℄: the magnetization of
both FMb and FMa sublayers fully rotate (0 → π) in a
narrow eld interval and always with approximately the
same angle. This o urs be ause the large magneti oupling between FMb and FMa ( ompared to Jexch ) for es
the two layers to behave as a (single) intra-pinned layer.
Figure 2(b) shows the predi ted MR(H) urve, displaying an abrupt MR drop when the magnetizations of FMb
and FMa rotate.
(ii) JN OL1 6Jexch [Fig. 2( )℄: both FMb and FMa
layers reverse in the same eld interval, but the orresponding range in reases with de reasing JN OL1 and
a onsiderable dephasing o urs between θb and θa at
intermediate elds. Su h in rease in (θb − θa ) leads to
broadening in the M(H) and MR(H) urves. Figure 2(d)
illustrates, for JN OL1 = 0.4 Jexch , the predi ted bump
in the MR(H) urve at su iently negative elds.
(iii) JN OL1 ≪Jexch [Fig. 2(e)℄: the magnetizations of
FMb and FMa now reverse almost individually and over
distin t narrow eld ranges; a small disturban e in the
other's magnetization angle o urs in su h ranges, produ ing also a disturban e in MR [Fig. 2(f)℄. If JN OL1
is further de reased, both Mb and Ma reversals be ome
truly independent, i.e., no hange in the angle of the magnetization of one layer is visible when the other rotates.
This produ es three steps in the M(H) urve, orresponding to the magnetization reversal in the FMb , FMa , and
free FM layers. No variation o urs in MR due to FMb
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positive elds up to Hmax = 8 kOe (MR does not vanish),
whereas full ↓↓ alignment (MR=0) o urs under moderate negative elds; absen e of the usual ∆H plateau of
onstant (maximum) MR at low temperatures, indi ating
imperfe t magnetization antiparallelism; and large hystereti MR(H) y les. These features are related to the
presen e of the NOL, sin e they are absent (or rather
small) in the CSV.
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FIG. 3: Magnetoresistan e of NOL SV at low (25 K) and high
(300 K) temperature.

magnetization reversal [Eq. 5℄.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL MR(T;H) BEHAVIOR

The details on the spin valves preparation and measurement te hniques have been previously reported and
will not be presented here. We simply omment that after being post-annealed in va uum (10− 6 Torr) at 270◦C
for 10 min the spin valves were ooled in a 3 kOe applied
eld, to impress an easy magneti axis.
Room temperature MR(H) urves for a NOL SV with
the stru ture Ta(67 Å)/Ni81 Fe19 (42 Å)/Mn83 Ir17 (90
Å)/CoFe(14
Å)/oxidation/Co90Fe10 (15
Å)/Cu(22
Å)/Co90 Fe10 (40 Å)/oxidation/Ta(30 Å) exhibit the
usual SV behavior (inset of Fig. 3): in a positive eld
both pinned and free layers are parallel aligned (↑↑),
but the magnetization of the free layer abruptly reverses
in a small negative eld (↓↑ alignment results), leading
to a high resistan e over a nite ∆H range. Parallel
alignment in the opposite sense (↓↓) ultimately o urs
when the negative eld over omes the ex hange bias
between the AFM and the pinned layer, leading again to
the low resistan e state. The in orporation of the NOL
greatly enhan es the MR ratio over that observed in the
orresponding nonspe ular SV, from 5.9% to 12.5% at
room temperature in our ase. This ratio was found to
in rease linearly with de reasing temperature, due to
the de rease in ele tron-spin wave s attering in the FM
layers.
With de reasing temperature the following features
arise in the MR(H) urves of the NOL SV (Fig. 3): Large
MR(H) broadening and the emergen e of two anomalous
MR bumps, one at ea h side; in omplete ↑↑ alignment in
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IV.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In reasing the applied eld from negative Hmax , where
omplete parallelism ↓↓ o urs, initiates the M reversal
of the pinned layer (ex hange oupling with MnIr favors positive magnetization) produ ing a gradual MR
in rease. However, when the eld rea hes small positive values the free layer suddenly reverses its magnetization, produ ing a dis ontinuous MR de rease. One
noti es that the reversal of the pinned layer is still not
omplete sin e MR does not rea h the value observed in
the de reasing eld regime (see Fig. 3 and below). To
onrm that the rotation of the pinned layer ontinues
under positive elds, we plot the dieren e between the
maximum MR for de reasing and in reasing elds (points
A and B in Fig. 3) and the dieren e between after-freelayer-reversal in in reasing and before-free-layer-reversal
in de reasing elds (points C and D in the same gure)
as a fun tion of temperature (not shown). These dieren es are indeed similar, showing that the anomalous MR
bump in positive elds is due to the in omplete reversal
of the pinned layer. A rise of (both) these dieren es
is visible below ∼ 200 K, whi h may be related to the
presen e of an AFM oxide in the NOLs.
In MnIr/CoFe bilayers it was shown that magnetization reversal pro eeds by oherent rotation, nu leation,
and motion of domain walls. We believe that stable
domain walls still remain in the pinned layer under positive elds and only gradually disappear as H in reases,
thus preventing full parallelism of the layer magneti moments. In fa t, at low temperature we were unable to
a hieve zero MR even at positive Hmax =8 kOe. It was
re ently found in CoFe thin lms that 360◦ domain walls
an indeed be stable up to high elds (rather than annihilating) and an give a signi ant ontribution to the
ele tri al resistan e.
For de reasing elds from Hmax , the free layer magnetization suddenly reverses at a small negative eld but
maximum MR (full magneti antiparallelism FMa /free
layer) annot be a hieved due to the previous partial rotation/domain walls in the pinned layer; no ∆H plateau
of maximum MR should then o ur. Further eld derease keeps the ongoing rotation of the pinned layer
and produ es a broad de rease of the MR ratio due to
the FMb /FMa oupling (see model in Se . II). When
the eld value rea hes the bump in the left side of the
MR(H) urve, the rotation of the FMa magnetization is
almost omplete, but FMb is still far from omplete rota10
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4
tion [Figs. 2( )-2(d)℄, due to the higher ex hange pinning
with the AFM. Complete parallel alignment is only obtained at a higher (negative) eld. The model presented
in Se . II des ribes well important hara teristi s of this
des ending bran h of the MR(H) urve (broadening and
MR bump) for JN OL1 ≈0.4 Jexch . Be ause these anomalous features appear and grow with de reasing temperature, one on ludes that JN OL1 grows at a slower rate
with de reasing temperature than Jexch .
The model we presented here gives a fair des ription
of the anomalous bump present in the MR(H) urve at
negative elds, orrelating it to the presen e of the FMb
layer in the NOL SV. However, the nonsaturation of MR
at positive elds is not explained by our model and had
to be explained in terms of irreversible pro esses (stable
domain walls). The fa t that this feature appears below
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(thus suggesting the presen e of an AFM phase) suggests
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